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OUTSTAFFING (STAFF AUGMENTATION)

In need of additional developers, or a specific expertise? Scale-up fast and easy with any desired developer, avoiding recruitment hazzle and saving upto 60% budget! Remote, On-Site or Hybrid. 
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OUTSOURCING (ONE-STOP-SHOP SERVICE)

Need an experienced IT partner and attractive one-stop-shop to develop your new Website, App or IoT solution? Or searching for a dedicated IT partner to maximize your investment in your Oracle B2C Service or Salesforce CRM system? Save upto 40% budget with our highly efficient team of Dutch and Indian developers.

















GET THE BEST OUR BOTH WORLDS: HIGH QUALITY IT SOLUTIONS FOR UNMATCHED PRICES!







Free Quote


















COMBINING SENIOR EXPERTISE WITH INDIAN EFFICIENCY

WE ALWAYS OFFER THE BEST QUALITY AND VALUE!












Why overspend any longer in this Hybrid world?

In this rapidly digitalizing world you can now develop your new Website, App, IOT solution, or add any expertise and as many extra developers to your team whenever you need and for as long as you want, without any recruitment hazzle and for 30 to even 60%(!) less budget.

With our two offices in India and the Netherlands, we offer you the best our two worlds have to offer: High quality IT solutions for the best possible price. The only thing you need to do, is to decide what works best for you:

	Feel comfortable managing the additional expert(s) or developer(s) yourself? Save upto 60%(!) budget seamlessly integrating them directly into your team and directing them yourself
	Need some help managing the extra resources? Get the full assistance from our senior developers for free, of structurally add a senior to your team from our office in the Netherlands to assist you in the process
	Prefer an IT partner who handles and takes care of everything? Outsource the entire project to our mixed team of Dutch and Indian developers and our professional UI and CX designers for an attractive one-stop-shop solution, saving 40% budget on average








RELIABLE, EFFICIENT AND FLEXIBLE

	Applying a smart mix of Dutch and Indian developers, we offer the best our two worlds have to offer: High quality IT solutions for unbeatable prices
	With more than 15 years experience in servicing start-ups as well as established international organizations, we quickly adapt to any situation and tailor our services to your specific business needs
	Providing the full support from our experienced Dutch senior developers, we provide a 100% success guarantee on collaborating with our Indian Developers
	Taking extra good care of our employees, we minimize employee turnover and offer great continuity, saving valuable know-how to service your future needs
	As we like to focus on a long-term collaboration, we offer an attractive pilot for a special price to demonstrate our expertise, skills and added-value





Let's meet!















OUR EXPERTISE
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STAFF AUGMENTATION (OUTSTAFFING)

Scale-up your IT-team with any desired developer, structurally lower your IT costs, or get 3 times more out of your development budget. Fast and easy without any recruitment hazzle.








HIRE A DEVELOPER
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ORACLE SERVICE CLOUD (RIGHTNOW) 

Make sure your Oracle Service Cloud is always available, optimized and high performing: Hire an OSvC developer or outsource your next project to our OSvC development team.








ORACLE SERVICE CLOUD
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SALESFORCE PROJECTS & DEVELOPERS

Maximize your investment in Salesforce for 40 to 60% less budget: Hire a Salesforce developer, or outsource your next requirement to our Salesforce Development Team.










SALESFORCE
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WEBSITES, APPS & IOT SOLUTIONS (DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT)

Get 3 times more out of your development budget with our one-stop-shop service and mixed team of Dutch Seniors, Indian developers and professional UI and UX designers. 








WEBSITES & APPS











LATEST PROJECTS
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iBood
iBood stands for “internet’s Best Online Offer Daily”. About 5 years ago, WeSquare started to implement Oracle Service Cloud for iBood by doing a conversion from their old system.



View Project
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ILLY
We are proud that Illy has chosen WeSquare as their partner (in combination with Alfa Sistemi) to assist them in implementing Oracle Service Cloud in their customer contact center.



View Project
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PLUS
For Plus we are responsible for the management and improvement of Oracle Service Cloud. We have built a number of integrations for them, with which they can, among other things.



View Project









View All











WE ARE WESQUARE!






TOGETHER WE OFFER THE BEST OUR TWO WORLDS HAVE TO OFFER

Our expertise is to offer you the best possible value for your investment, combining the best our two worlds (Netherlands and India) have to offer: Senior expertise with infinite development efficiency.






More about Us
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Years Established









Completed IT Projects
















SMART IT DEVELOPMENT

WHERE SENIOR EXPERTISE MEETS INDIAN EFFICIENCY: (Y)OUR PATH TO MAXIMIZING VALUE!








ABOUT WESQUARE

In 2013 Wiebe and Walter decided to share their passion for software development and collaborating with Indian IT professionals starting a new IT company called WeSquare. Since then WeSquare has grown rapidly and steadily to a dynamic Smart IT Company that employs over 35 fte’s in the Netherlands and India, serving clients on all five major continents.




OUR VISION

Nowadays, (temporarily) scaling-up your IT team, developing a new website, app or web application, or maximizing your investment in a CRM application such as Oracle B2C Service or Salesforce can be a challenging and costly business collaborating with local or freelance developers and rates that range from €65 to €125. 

Developing economies like India have the opposite going on. An ever improving education sector is producing more IT talents than the number of jobs created by a still maturing economy. Whereas local competition keeps their salaries extremely competitive. Making it possible to hire the best and multiple developers in India for the same price you would pay to hire one locally.

Hiring a remote developer from India offers the following benefits:

	Direct cost savings of 40 to 65%
	Full flexibility scaling up- and down
	No additional workplace required
	Zero recruitment costs
	No time required to onboard and/or train your new employee(s)
	Less risks of onboarding the wrong person: if you are not happy, we will find you someone else
	No risk of absence due to holiday or illness (as that is our risk!)


At the same time, after 15 years we have learned that collaborating remotely with Indian Developers can be quite challenging…




OUR MISSION

With our own offices in Hyderabad (India) and Hilversum (The Netherlands), our multy-disciplinairy development team of 35 developers, and over 15 years experience in collaborating with Indian developers our mission is to:

	Offer you the best of two worlds: Dutch quality IT solutions for Indian prices!
	Help you save half of your development budget, or structurally lower your IT costs by 40 to 65%, or maximize your Oracle Service Cloud and Salesforce CRM application working with a sperfectly balanced and highly efficient mix of experienced Dutch seniors and Indian remote developers 
	To find and offer the optimal and most efficient collaboration style that works best for you:


	
	Are you comfortable managing and directing your IT team yourself? Go as lean as you canhiring as many Indian Remote Developers as you need for as long as you need for rates between €17.50 to €35 saving upto 65% of your IT costs or development budget. 
	Need some extra help managing the remote developers? Add one or more remote Dutch Senior Developers to assist you in the process, saving 40 to 50% budget you need in our Western World
	Prefer an IT partner who takes care of everything? Hand over the entire project to our multi-disciplined development team. Whereas working with a perfectly balanced mix of Dutch Seniors and Indian remote developers not only offer you an attractive one-stop-shop, but also guarantee high quality deliverables for the best possible price.








GUARANTEES

Based on the 15+ years of experience we have in the services we often step in where others stop or fail, offering a 100% quality guarantee on all deliverables.















WHO WE WORK FOR:
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY ABOUT US…















“Whenever we want new developments or new implementations on Oracle, WeSquare is our implementation partner, and also our service partner. Their consultants are reliable, no-nonsense, and precise in informing us what is possible and what isn’t. The go-live was smooth and we have had no major issues,”



ROBERT JONKER, IBOOD












“WeSquare helps me to develop custom software for a relatively large IT project. Due to their personal and flexible approach they are capable of delivering qualitative and effective solutions in a short time frame.” 

VICTOR VAN DER WAL, INPRC















“WeSquare is a company that is always there for us whenever we need them. They are super creative and always think in terms of possibilities rather than problems. In addition, they also give extra advice on their part which makes the collaboration very good.” 

MARINA WETEMANS, DRAGEN&ZO


















CONTACT US













Name



Email Address



Message





Send Message
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Franciscusweg 249 – kantoor 1A 1216 SG Hilversum, The Netherlands











+31 853 012 993











[email protected]
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This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
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